Applications are invited as per details given below for the post of Junior Research Fellow (01 Nos) under the National Mission on Himalayan Studies (NMHS). The project involves assessment of potentially dangerous and vulnerable glacial lakes susceptible to outburst and predict consequences of GLOF. The post is now vacant for the balance period of 12 months and if extended till completion of the project. The decision of NMHS in this regard shall be final and binding.

**Name of the Post**: Junior Research Fellow (JRF)

**Number of Vacancies**: 01 (One)

**Essential Qualification**: PG Degree with NET or a PG Professional Degree in Computer Science, Information Technology, Electronics, Civil, Geoinformatics, Remote Sensing, GIS, Environment Sciences or any other field of engineering/sciences associated with remote sensing/geo-informatics from a recognized University/institute.

**Desirable qualification**: GATE Qualification and Working experience with remote sensing data and image processing tools

**Project Staff Salaries**: Rs.31,000 + HRA as per NMHS/DST guidelines. All service conditions shall be as per the NMHS/DST/GOI norms

**Terms and Conditions**

(a) The above positions are purely temporary and on contract. The initial appointment is for a period of one year and may get extended depending upon the performance till the end of the project as determined by NMHS. The selected candidates shall have no claim for any regular appointment in the institute as the positions are co-terminus with the project.

(b) The candidates selected will be encouraged to register for Ph.D.in the host institute.

(c) All other terms and conditions as per GOI/NMHS.

Interested candidates are required to appear for an **online interview on 05 August 20**. Details of conduct and timings shall be intimated separately through email. All the interested candidates are required to submit their complete BIO-DATA to Dr K. C. Tiwari, Principal Investigator, Multidisciplinary Centre for Geoinformatics, Delhi Technological University (Formerly DCE) Shahbad Daulatpur, Bawana Road, Delhi-110042 by email at kcchtphd@gmail.com latest 01 August 20, 12 PM after which no application shall be entertained. The subject line of the email should read “National Mission on Himalayan Studies”. BIODATA should include the mobile contact and Whatsapp numbers for communication in addition to email ID.
All the applicants meeting the eligibility criteria shall be provided a link for attending the interview which shall be shared 24 hours before the interview. DTU shall not be responsible for any connectivity failure or expenditure involved in attending the interview. All arrangements pertaining to the interview are to be taken care of by the applicants.